


Say “bula” to your Bachy bunting! The perfect decoration for your Bachelor In Paradise premiere party.  

Simply cut out the pieces, punch the holes, thread through some string and feel the temperature rising.

BACHELOR IN PARADISE BUNTING



No party is complete without a drink or three. With both alcoholic and non-alcoholic 
varieties to suit your mood, stir your senses with these delicious refreshments! 
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Our sexy singles don’t have time for games – but that doesn’t mean you can’t play them at home! Print a sheet for each 
player, grab a pen and keep your eyes peeled – if one of the bingo squares matches an on-screen moment, mark it off. 
The first to mark off four squares in a row and shout ‘Bachy Bingo!’ wins.
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Print out your chosen Bachy or Osher, then carefully cut out the shapes. 
Fold along the lines and put them together using sticky tape or glue. 
Share your pics using the hashtag #BachelorInParadiseAU
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No doubt your cooking skills have improved during isolation, so here’s a recipe for a delicious coconut 

and lime dessert to snack on while watching the premiere episode. 

GO COCO-NUTS FOR THIS TROPICAL DESSERT



BULA! COLOUR TIME
Want an epic outfit like Osher? Who doesn’t! Get your textas and pencils and 
colour in your very own Bula shirt. Share your pics using the hashtag  
#BachelorInParadiseAU


